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OCTOBER 2020 HIGHLIGHTS
Dr. Pimple Popper: Before The
Pop
From Saturday 17 October at 20:00
Dr. Pimple Popper is back with more pops than ever! This
time, Dr. Sandra Lee comes to the rescue of people who
can't make it to her office in-person by taking virtual
appointments. The series follows Dr. Lee as she reviews
the cases of potential patients and offers help to people
with some of the most extreme skin conditions to date.
Watching footage of their ailments and virtually
connecting with each potential patient, Dr. Lee
determines if there's anything she can do to help them
and tell the one thing they are desperate know...whether
or not she will take them on as a patient and transform
their skin.

90 Day Fiancé: The Other Way
From Tuesday 20 October at 20:00
They say that love has no boundaries. However, for the
international couples in this compulsive series, their
relationships are tested like never before as American
men and women who fall in love with partners from
distant lands then travel to their home countries to begin
their married life abroad. Brittany, a 26-year-old rapper
and model from Florida, is uprooting her comfortable
lifestyle to be with her love in Amman, Jordan. Now
Brittany prepares to move to Jordan permanently, but
hasn't yet told anyone she is leaving for good - including
her dad. And, still processing Sumit's shocking news, Jenny
is back in the US and living out of a suitcase. But, having
made the decision to return to India to be with Sumit, will
she encounter more problems with his parents? From
language barriers to cultural differences, will these
couples' love be strong enough to withstand the
challenges facing them as they embark on their new life
together?
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My 600-lb Life
From Friday 23 October at 20:00
Losing weight is a struggle for many, but for some it's a
matter of life or death. This series follows more people
weighing over 600lbs as they embark on an incredible
weight-loss journey to try and transform their lives. Each
episode follows the moving story a different individual as,
under the supervision of straight-talking bariatric surgeon,
Dr. Now, they undergo a dangerous gastric bypass surgery
and life-altering dietary changes with hopes of losing
hundreds of pounds. This season continues with 24-yearold Megan, who lives at home with her mum hopes Dr.
Now can help her rebuild her independence. Ashley only
24 but is all alone. Her only sources of comfort are food
and the relationships she has online, but not one of her
profiles is real. She learns that Dr. Now isn't someone she
can lie to like her online friends. And, single mum
Leneatha is now so big that it's hard to move. If Dr. Now
can't help her stop eating, losing her job could be the least
of her worries.

Little People, Big World
From Wednesday 28 October at 21:00
America's favourite family of little people, the Roloffs, are
in for some more big changes this season - and this time,
it's the arrival of a new addition to the brood as Tori gives
birth. But not everyone is celebrating the new baby; when
Jackson is introduced to his new sibling, things don't go as
well as expected. As Chris and Amy have to work together
to help redecorate Amy's new house, Matt faces a far
messier challenge: changing Jackson's diaper alone!
There's never a dull moment with the Roloffs as they
continue to navigate the ups and downs of living in an
average-sized world.

